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About This Game

Join Rif the Fox and his companions Okk and Eeah on the adventure of your life! Inherit the Earth will transport you to a world
of beauty and intrigue... Earth! The Orb of Storms has been stolen and Rif is accused. You have only days to help Rif get to the
bottom of the mystery of the missing Orb. Your journey takes you to the Wild Lands, through hostile territories and ultimately

to the ancient ruins of the legendary Humans.

Scores of Interactive Conversations.

Multiple 3-D Scrolling Maps.

Dozens of Challenging Puzzles.

Simple Point and Click Interface.

Cinematic Full Screen Animation.

Terrific Musical Scores and Sound Effects.
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Title: Inherit the Earth: Quest for the Orb
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
The Dreamers Guild
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 2 Jan, 1994
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I can see where the term "Orbs" came from, my interest for the furry fandom compelled me to buy this game, though I couldn't
get past the first part.

It's an amazing world, differently a game of it's time, and good for today!

The artwork is amazing as well, these programmers where furries, if they aren't around today, I haven't checked out wikifur on
this.. Note : There are no failstates in this game.

A furry-centric point and click game that keeps to its own world building pretty well, so if you are expecting modern fandom
stereotypes there really aren't here. The story is more of a child-level medieval hero tale, with a formally mannered protagonist
and straightforward characters. Like every point and click adventure game there are always a few naggling puzzles that would be
confusing to solve, however this one confounds that a bit further by way of having several perception mazes and an absolutely
horrible scene POV for many areas that shows far too little of the map you are walking on. This is presumably so every scene
did not need to be hand drawn to show a sense of scale, but ends up making even small town areas feel vast and confusing. The
aforementioned mazes are mappable if you have a pen, paper, and some common sense.

Voice acting is fairly good and while characters are somewhat stereotyped, they feel well presented. The story is extemely
rushed at the start, with the protagonist being assigned the motivating quest within 5 minutes because of arbitrary and specist
law enforcement giving you the duty of saving your civilization from disaster just because somebody said you could've been at
fault for it. In the same way that I could've personally caused 9/11. Y'know, because nobody where I was the night before. The
story is a bit of a stretch at the start, as I said. It progresses fairly well, leading to some interesting events and ending in a rushed
sort of way similar to the intro.

Its not a bad game and has it's charm. There are better point & click games if you just want a good title, but this isn't a bad game
by any means. I'd recommend it.. As a furry myself, I really looked forward to play this game for the first time, and I must say I
don't regret at all. For me, it's well worth the price. Of course it has flaws, but the good points make up for it.

It does feel like a classic point-and-click adventure, well themed and flavorful. I would actually enjoy to play a sequel and I was
glad to discover that they are actually trying to make so!

PROs
+ Great voice acting!
+ Very immersive world, that makes you want to see more
+ Nice graphics for the time, with well drawn landscapes and good character design
+ Charismatic characters, with great dialogue
+ Well ported
+ Good soundtrack
+ Decent puzzles

CONs
- Low to none replayability, due to straight-linear story
- Maze-like areas that force you to manually draw maps
- Pretty hard to beat without a walkthrough
- Script flaws, unexplained things
- Some minor event bugs
- Pretty weak ending, cliffhanger. Inherit the Earth is an old 90's click adventure set in a world where anthromorphic animals
inhabit the land and the humans mysteriously disappeared. You play as Rif of the Fox Tribe to help him clear his name and save
his girlfriend.

Positives:
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The game is pretty forgiving for new comers
Good plot
Easy controls to pick up quickly (though, you would hope so with a click-adventure)
Good atmosphere
Quite Enjoyable
Little jokes and comments that you just have to smile at (even if it's just a little)

Negatives:
You can skip triggers for certain events which can leave you gaps in the plot (in the third section I was being too sneaky and
missed a trigger event. Thankfully, my last save was right where I needed to be in order to get it right.)
Small question about the plot in the beginning I mean, come on. You can't just look at someone and just say, "What if he's
guilty? You are under arrest by our king because our rivals accused you!"
Also, the ending did not fully satisfy me personally. I actually got so into exploring the human's ruins, that I forgot I was there
for the orb of storms and was surprised to realize the bed in the underwater room at the dam was recently used. Seriously,
though, I want to know just why the humans are gone.

Overall, it is quite an enjoyable game, especially if you're into fantasy or anthromorphic animals. However, if you are to guide
the fox, you must think like the fox. Be clever, and you might just complete your quest. What am I saying? We have full faith in
you!

What are you standing there for? That orb ain't gonna find itself!. gay furry trash. Every furry should play this game. Nice
characters and interesting story. Runs flawless with win 10.. Oh man, this game is absolutely awesome. I recommend it if you're
into somewhat subtle puzzle games like this one :D. Has a cunning fox!. Simplistic yet very charming. Would recommend to
anyone who enjoys point 'n' click games with a fantasy setting.
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I'm sure this is one of those games that everyone who played this in the 90's loves and looks back to.

But as a 2010's gamer, this felt like an utterly unimportant game with more flaws than merits. A lot of frustrating walking
involved, and even though the story is kind of cute, it still didn't manage to capture my interest.

I played it out of duty, and I can't say I'd recommend it particularly.. It was one of my first adventures games I ever played on
the PC back in the days. Next to Full Throttle, The dig and Simon the sorcerer. And I highly recommand anyone who love
adventures to get it. Especialy you young ones, to see what adventures games where back and then why we miss games like these
and why those classic Adventure games are so much loved and cherrished.

It is in fact one of the best Furry games, something I have yet to see to be matched.
This adventure games can be seen for the future, if mankind can set aside its difference.

For the game itself. Many say it is a port. Infact it is not. Dreamers Guild somehow got the source code and optimized years ago
to run it for XP.
Then years later Night Dive opted in for distrubting it so this game can run on newer PCs, since it is a classic one just must own.
No matter if you are a Furry or not.

Oh and ignore the small play time. I owned it on the cd back in 94 and then the XP version.. Unless you're a hardcore adventure
fan or a furry, you'll be bored within the first ten mintues. It's not that bad of a game, but the humor is corny beyond all measure
and the story is quite cliche. IT's good for a laugh, like a bad movie.. A very good underated adventure game.

Very good writing, story and characters with a good difficulty for all skill levels of adventure gaming fans.

I really love the graphics even for 1994 the isometric camera looks great and the game animates very well to in gameplay and
cutscenes.

If your a furry looking for a nice fantasy game then you may just like it.. https://youtu.be/A2JSiIzlCTs

A deep rich world to explore with high quality voice acting that bring the diverse characters to life. The rough edges brought on
by age are noticeable but not enough to keep players away.

. A memorable point&click adventure aimed primarily at younger audiences. But if you love adventure games, this shouldn't
bother you. This is a real overlooked classic of the genre.

Nice graphics, nice music, good voice acting, and it runs natively on modern machines. It does not use DOSBox or ScummVM.
They actually ported this to modern systems.

The only negative thing I have to say about this game, is that it ends with somewhat of a cliffhanger. Hoping for a sequel! I
think it's in the works currently, with Patreon support.

Bottom line: A solid retro adventure game with a huge nostalgia factor.. good old childhood-memories ;)

fantastic story and idea behind the game. Very wonderful story, loveable characters. Very short though, wish there was more.
Hope the devs eventually make another game, but for now theres this as mentioned in another review.

http:\/\/inherittheearth.net\/comic.shtml?0001A

A continuation of the story through a webcomic series by the creator of the game, just in case the other mention gets buried in
the other reviews. Check it out!
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